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Abstracto This papel'presents the integration of Artificiallntelligcnce representation

techniques and high level Petri nets in a knowledge based manufacturing modeling

and analysis system. By means of Petri nets and )ts implementation based on rules,

a model of the system can be constructed. In arder to verify the real behavior, the

control system interchanges signals with the plant. When an abnormal situation is

detected, the control system must take control decisions to allow the system to work

in the new situation. Error management in these cases includes detection, diagnosis

and reaction. [n this papel' the hierarchy of object classes to control the system is

enlarged to face with the problems produced b\' abnormal behavior.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Al knowledge representation schemas go beyond

classicalmodel formalisrns in allowing dimensions

of representation such as inference of new

knowledge, associative and other accesses to

previous knowledge, matching of patterns,and

metaknowledge (Muro-Medrano el al. 1992)
The most popular representation schema for
declarative descriptionsof domain dependent
behavioral knowledge in knowledge based systems
has been patternjaction production rules (rules
are used in most expert systems). Rules can be
easily understood by designers and have enough
expressive power to represent a use fui range
of domain dependent behavior specifications.
Nevertheless, production rules are inadequate
for defining terrns and describing rnanufacturing
entities and static relationships between thern.
The solution for thislackofexpressivity has b(~en
accomplished in commercial Al en\Oironments
(such as LOOPSI 01' KEE2) by integrating frarncs
and production rule languages to fonn hybrid
representation facilities. Additional problerns
arise in the knowledge representation for discrete
event systems applications. These problems are
related with resource sharing, concurrent i1nd

1LOOPS is a trademark of Xerox Corporatioll.

2 KEE is a trademark of IntelliCorp.

parallel actions, states, action pre- and post-
conditions, confticts and etc. Some of these

conceptsare easily represented by means of
rules, however when designing the model it
become necessary some analysis and design aids
such as a clear graphical representation, clear
semantics and some kind of formal featUfes to
facililate analysis. The last features have been
accomplished by integrating high level Petri nets
within lhe representation schema. We have
develop a software application to support this
represenlation (KRON (Muro-Medrano 1990))
and we have expanded the object taxonomy with
objecls specialized in the manufacturing domain.

The aill1 of this papel' is lo show a first
:::tep lo increase lhe expression power of our
represent.ation schcma with some real time
capabililies in the ficld of fault detection and
error recovery. Sections 2 is intended to introduce
the representation schclI1a whereas sections 3 and
.1 sho\\' some fault dct.cclion and error recovery
funct.ions.
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2. TllE
BASIC REPRES[~NTi\T[ON
SCHEMA

The kernel for the representation is a frame based
knowledge representation language intended for
discrete event systems, it belongs to the object
oriented programming paradigm and integrates
HLPN to represent the dynamic aspects.

The information related to a concept or physical
entity, having a dynamic behavior, is articulated
around three classes of specialized objects.
Transitions are rules defining possible activities
of a dynamic entity that can produce a state
change. They are equivalent to the transitions of
a HLPN. State objects represent the dynamic
entities. They contain the state information
and additional knowledge (physical description,
relations, historical information, etc.). State
knowledge is located in place slots representing
single Petri net places. The activities that can
produce a state change are also saved in transition
slots. Tokens are the information contained in
the place slots. From the Petri net point of
view they are the tokens evolving in the neto
Working in this way, dynamic behavior of system
elements is modeled by Petri nets, and Petri nets
are represented by frames and rules. Petri net
transitions are mapped into mIes whereas ares
are represented by rules premises and conclusions.
Premises are composed by the conditions defined
by the input ares to the transition, and the
condusions are the output ares from the transition
(Muro-Medrano et al. 1993). The Petri net
graphical representa.tion appears as a graphical
representation of the relations among the rules
that implement the transitions. Finally, there is
an inference engine which determines the evolving
of the system. It is implemented by means of a
RETE algorithm in order to improve its efficiency.

To be more suitable for the application domain,
the basic object hierarchy is expanded with
manufacturing entities (Villarroel-Salcedo el al.
1992). The designer can use specialized objects to
create models of manufactunng plants (machines,
stores, transports ...) process plans (operations)
and products. The ne\V goal, is to improve the
representation schema here presented with fault
detection, reaction and error recovery capabilities,
so that the object hierarchy and modeling
methodology must be enlarged, still supporting
the same representation style.

In order to illustrate the different concepts we will
follow an example of a real system. The system,
shown in figure 1, consists of a transport system
commonly used in the automobile industry, based
on movable tables. The components of the system

I l' I .' (/ 7- /

Fig 1 Drawing of the transport system based
on movable tables.

are t.ables (platforms which can move up and
down). some of them can accept cars coming
froln other conveyor, and others which only act
as intermediate buffers capable to sto re one car
on themselves. Each platform has sensors used
to detect different locations in its route (Bl, B2,
F3:3I Other sensors are used to detect cars upon
the platform (B6, B7). These sensors provide the
necessary signals to set up and stop the platform.
Additional sensors are placed in electrical engines
to detect overloads due to blockages.

In figure 2 a drawing of the Petri net modeling a
single platform is shown. The example modeled
consist of an entity of the system. It has so me
places (up, move-downl, move-down2, down.
mO\'e-1Ip1, middle, move-up2 and loaded-car) and
transitions (request-next, unload-car, come-down.
accept-previous, come-middle, load-car and come-
up). 8 Y means of tokens marking these places, the
status of the platform is completely described. In
the example figure, token in state up minds that
Ihe platform is in its upper position, and its next
posslble operation is to pass to the state move-
downl by means of the transi tion request- next.
Tokens can have additional information, as this in
state loaded-car. It minds that the platform hb..5
a car loaded on it, and slots in the token object
huid IIIformation about the type of car loaded.

0we a single

()bJ'~cthas been modeled, it is necessary to connec':
obyfts betwccn them. This is drme by means of ;;.
sJ)(:cial relation mcchanism called synchronizatio~
reh1tions. Synchronization relations providE:S
a slmplc \Vay for interconnecting state object.5
by cst.ablishing synchronization between the:r
transitions. When a synchronization is carriea
uut thc rules modeling tlle synchronized
tr;,.nsitions are enlarged with ncw pre and
postconditions, so that the IIC\V one rnergo::s
constraints from the previous transitions.
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(IF (?Product ls In class of Products)

(The lIVJVe-downlof platform-l lsTroje)
(The status of B7 ls False)
(The loaded-car of platfonn-l ls ?Product)

THEN

(Clll\l'CE.TO (The lOOVe-downl of platform-l ls talse)
(The loaded-car of platform-l ls nll))

(The move-down2 of platfonn-l ls TroJe))

Fig. 2. Petri net modeling a part of the

transp<;>rt system.

3. MONITORING ANO FAULT
OETECTIO N

Detection of faults and error recovery becomes a
necessity in real systems, so that the modeling
method must be upgraded to a more powerful one
that supports error detection and management
functions.

When a fault or an anomalous situation

is detected, a reaction mechanism must be
automatically activated to react against the
contingency. A very large set of possible faults
and contingencies for a particular entity. [t is
not a good strategy to have a very complex Petri
net modeling all these possibilities for all possible
objects. [t would be too difficult to model and not
very efficient to be a practical system controller
The performance level of the controller would be
decreased and the reusability of the objects would
be lost.

Oetection of fau[ts in the real system is based in
a model of the process that is contrasted with the
informations received from the plant. When these

situations are detccted. IICWobjects appear, cither
to correct the syst.clII stat.e when possible, or to
100 it to a safe stat.!' Illlt.il the control could be
recovered again.

The work presented IlI'r!' has been inftuenced by
several research works (Sahraoui el al. 1987,
Toguyeni el al. 1990, ZII(Jl! and OiCesare 1989)
where Petri nets are used for the modeling
of control systellls \I'lth monitoring and error
recovery capabilities: (Fox el al. 1983) uses
schema-based represcllt.ation for the sensors; and
(Holloway and Krogh 1990) where actors are used
for fau[t detection and diagnosis in FCvIS. Some
additional infonnatioll about Petri nets used as
controllers can be fOllnd in (Krogh and Holloway
1991, Zhou el al. 199'2' There are some related
works which deal wilh topics about monitoring
and modeling of systE'nL'> in the context of Al
(Sahraoui el al. 19~(i. Castelain and Gentina
1988).

To be able to I)('rillrlll fault detection in
this model, the ohjecl hierarchy is expanded
with a new kind cIIlI!ies Alarms and sensors

in a real time CIIVlr,)nrnent, or events in a
simulation environrnelH These signals are the
base for detection. They inform the model
about the actual sta!e of the system. The
information provided b\' these elements is used in
preconditions of rules llIodeling transitions which
need a particular sensor status to be fired.

Control objects call be connected to the model
of the system to perform a checking and validation
of the correctne.ss of !he operation ordered to
the system. Two kind l)f entities are recognized:
Watch-dogs: A watl'h-dog is a control object
that constraints the rna\irnum and minimum time

allowed for an operatwn. When these constrains
are violated, the syslE'!1l must react irnrnediately
(as in the alarm C,Lse Time-outs: They are a
particular kind of \\"h','h-dogs that only restrict
the maximum aIlOlI'I": t.ime for the üperation.
They act in the Salll(' ',,'ay as the watch-dogs.

The fact that <1I'ct.n :I,'t is rnodeling the system
has some adv<1nta:!;e>, The rnarking (A the net
mirrors the actual sL,,' of lhe physic;:,,1 system.
This marking is IlIHI;,','d in real time by means
of the information 1)J"<'.ldedby sensors in the real
plant. In this \':ay, 1.11..-!Id, is a monitoring system.
To kno\\' the :¡latc of .:1l' plant, the only thing lo
do is to look ;:"t ti\(' 1'. ai net and its marking. In
the model, the; stat.,~ dl"l position of each table can
be known by I()okin~ " places in the w:t.

Monitoring objecLs, i1.'~aid !Jefore, are r.he alarrns
and sensors. \VI\('!I "!IC of these sign;:"ls arri\'es
to the modcl lhe 1)/"'1 !lct brings up tJJ date its
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status to rdlcet t.llc actual one. These signals
must arrive at tlle model within a concrete period
of time. To vcrify tllat signals arrive when
expected, and to detcct signals out of time, time-
outs and watcll-dogs can be connected to the
transitions modcling the beginning and the end
of the operations ",hose execution time has to be
controlled. Timcd transitions become necessary
to model these objects, but they can be easily
implemented by adding additional rules with time
conditions.

4. METHOD POR ERROR
RECOVERY

When an alarm is arisen, or a control object
detects an operatioll having a duration out of the
allowed margins, something wrong is happening
in the physical system. The first reaction in
the example case must be to stop the system,
looking after safety in the plant (one possible
cause of the anomalous behavior can be a person
trapped by a movable table or by the conveyor
belt). Once the system has been stopped, the
situation is notified to the plant supervisor, who
decides either to continue in automatic operation
mode or to change to manual mode until the fault
can be fixed. If operation mode is changed to
manual, a new Petri net modeling the current
dynamics of the system is necessary. The new
Petri net minds that a new set of rules are
activated when some fault is detected. The old

set of rules modeling the Petri net in its correct
status, is disabled, and the auxiliar rules are
enabled. This is the physical reaction mechanism.
This new set of rules containing the Petri net for
the new mode of work is a kind of physical reaction
object, because the new Petri net imposes the new
physical constraints for the system. Using this
object, the system can be modeled and controlled
when an abnormal situation occurs.

Wllen the systern is running in a degraded mode
of work, il is modeled by means of a Petri net;
therefore, thcrc is a marking which represents lhe
state of the systern. In this way, a fault that occurs
in the system only changes ils configuration and
its model, but. tlle model system continues being
a valid one. The reaction happens in a foreground

process in such a way lhal lhe system only knows
thal somethillg has happened because of the alarm
signal raised

When the damaged model has been carried to a
safe state, and the plant supervisor decides that
the problem has been fixed, the correct status can
be recovered, and the inilial net can be rebuilt. In
this step, tlle token marking the safe state where
the s ystem lIas bccn led (down in the platform

IIct) is translatcd to the initial lid anJ marks
thc corrcsponding placc. TI\('.sc opcrations are
pcrformcd whell the rebuild trallsi tioll is fired.

Therc is also another kind of reaction that could

be callcd funclional reaclion: [n a highcr control
Ic\'el, a sel of actions related to production goals
or scheduling must bc taken. Operation plans
must be modified to avoid stoppcd resourccs in the
plant. A new production strategy must replace
lhe old one that works in correct states, in a
similar way as was done for physical resources
replacement. New decisions call be taken at
a higher control level, imposing new scheduling
policies. The input of new cars can be prevented
in the cell that models the transport system, or an
unload of this cell can be ordered when a fault is

detected. A new production strategy can replace
the old one.

5. CONCLUS[ONS

In this paper a knowledge representation scheme
has been described. This schema is based on

frames to store knowledge, Petri lIets as a formal
lool to describe the behavior of the system, and
rules to imp[ernent the lransitions of the Petri net.
Some of these rules have additional constraints to
take into account time in order to detect abnormal

behavior of the system. Sorne specialized auxiliar
rules are activated when a fault is detected in the

system, and the old ones are disabled, until the
correel status of the systern is recovered.
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